DOSE RATE TRENDS IN SIEMENS-DESIGNED BWRs
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Objectives: To investigate the reasons for significantly lower personnel radiation exposures in the newer Siemens-designed BWR plants.

Although the older Siemens designed BWRs show similar trends in radiation exposure as are typical for BWRs, the newer BWRs show reduced radiation exposure, typically annual exposures of about 100 person-Sv per reactor. The Siemens BWR plants may be divided into three main groups: (1) Those with external, (2) Those with internal and (3) Those with internal recirculation, cobalt replacement materials in the reactor pressure vessel and improved shielding. The highest annual plant dose (400 to 600 person-rem) characterizes the first group, intermediate dose (200 to 380 person-rem) the second group and low doses (80 to 180 person-rem) the third group.

Comments: The Co-60 activity concentrations differ successively for the three groups. Whereas the difference between the first and second group is typically by a factor of 5, the difference between the first and the third group is about two orders of magnitude. The differences are still significant but less for Co-58 activity concentrations.

There are also some important structural differences between the units which have an affect on radiation exposures:

One unit has 2 external recirculation pumps and 16 internal jet pumps. Its condensate cleanup as well as reactor water purification is carried out by means of a precoat filter. The heater drains are cascaded. Four other units have multiple internal recirculation pumps, condensate cleanup and reactor water purification is carried out by precoat filters. Two of these units have cascaded and the other two forward pumped heater drains. The last two units have internal pumps but use electromagnetic plus mixed bed filter for condensate cleanup, precoat filters for reactor water purification and forward pumped heater drains.

Remarks: Refueling outage and plant exposures were compared for plants with different design features. The plants differed significantly in collective outage exposure, similarly but much less in operational dose. Diminishing radiation exposures successively resulted for plants with the following features:

(a) plant with external recirculation line.
(b) plant with cascaded heater drains.
(c) plant with forward pumped heater drains.
(d) plant with non-stellite rollers and improved shielding.
(e) plant with non-stellite rollers and further improved shielding.

The newer BWRs had radiation exposures comparable to those with low radiation exposures of a different design.
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